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Welcome to SAITAMA INU, a
community-driven platform that
promotes global financial wellbeing
by empowering the youth to be in
control of their money and create
their own wealth opportunities.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
Young people inherited a broken world with multiple
crises that need to be solved by their generation in
order to become sustainable. They believe that taking
control of their lives is the first step to make change.
But to do that, they will need to understand how money
works, and that is neither taught at home nor at school.
93% of the Gen Z say they feel confused or frustrated
when the subject is finance. With debts to pay, lifetime
goals and dreams to achieve, they must attain financial
wellbeing and become comfortable with money and
their economic status.
This is where SAITAMA INU comes in, providing
content that teaches them how money works while they
invest, opening opportunities for wealth creation. Our
goal is to foster human connection through financial
literacy filling this gap in the crypto and financial market
and preparing the next generation of investors.
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HOW IT STARTED
With this vision in mind, our creator launched
SAITAMA INU ($SAITAMA) in May 2021. A passionate
community of believers soon started to take shape as
the first investors and crypto enthusiasts joined together.
However, due to reasons of force majeure, our creator
had to depart to focus on his personal life, thus
renouncing the ownership of the project and handing it
over to the community.
Following this event, a group of committed individuals
who found the goal valuable and impactful, took over
SAITAMA INU and continued developing it into a
platform that will change people's lives forever.
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THE SAITAMA INU
ECOSYSTEM
SaitaMarket
SaitaMask
A safe and smart wallet
that will allow the
community to store their
digital assets like
$SAITAMA and learn
about finance and
investment
opportunities.

A marketplace where
our community can use
$SAITAMA and other
partner tokens to
purchase goods and
services.

SaitaMaker
An NFT based
launchpad platform
that will support users
in our community to
create, launch and
promote projects based
on the $SAITAMA
monetary system.

A multi-channel content platform publishing
multiple content formats that educate on how to
save, invest, manage money and create wealth
opportunities while entertaining our audience.

Education
Partnerships

Saitama Edutainment

Social Media
Channels
Content
Creators

Media
Partnerships

The
Saitama
Community
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OUR TOKEN
DYNAMICS
$SAITAMA is an ERC20 token that was launched on
the Ethereum network on 31st May 2021.
From every transaction of SAITAMA INU, there is an
automatic 2% distribution reward to the holders and
another 2% is burnt. It means that just by investing
and holding SAITAMA INU in their wallets our
community is earning passive income.
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OUR
ROADMAP
Stage 1
• Token Fair Launch
• 1000+ Holders
• 2000 Telegram Members
• Coingecko Listing
• Coinmarketcap Listing
• Contract Audit

WE ARE
HERE

Stage 2
• 6000 Holders
• 10000 Telegram members
• Marketing Campaign (TikTok and Twitter Awareness)
• Merchant Website
• Integrations
Stage 3
• 40000 Holders
• Listing on small exchanges
• Saitama Edutainment Platform Kick Oﬀ
• New Partnership
• Gear up for major exchange listings
Stage 4
• Press Interviews (TV, Radio, Web)
• NFT Creation (SaitaMaker)
• Andoid/iOS Wallets + integrated marketplace (SaitaMask)
Stage 5
• Donations to charities (education)
• Donation to student bodies
• Listing on more exchanges
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WHY WE LOVE
THE PROJECT
So is SAITAMA INU just for the young investor?
Of course not, it's actually quite the opposite.
SAITAMA INU is an opportunity for anyone to invest in a
better future, connecting cultures and races across
continents to blockchain innovation. Parents can invest
to educate and prepare their children, teachers can use
the SAITAMA INU platform to add value to their classes.
Investors and crypto-enthusiasts of all ages concerned
with the longtail impact of their investments and also
looking for passive income will find it in SAITAMA INU.
Here's why we believe in our mission of transforming the
world by bringing financial wellbeing to the youth:
-

Gen Z will soon have the biggest power of purchasing in history;

-

Only 10% feel confident managing their finances and 76% are
interested in learning it;

-

Most of their lives will be spent in a world changed forever by DeFi;

-

23% more people are using peer-to-peer payments than prior to
the pandemics, and Gen Zers are the ones driving this;

-

They are community builders and natural born communicators,
advocating for ideas they trust;

-

Empowering the youth to take control of their lives is a long term
investment in the future of our planet.

They are pragmatic and financially-minded, but they miss financial
education;

Their digitally native lifestyle has given them a step up in using
technology, which means they can adopt cryptocurrencies at a
faster rate than other generations;

* SOURCE: Vice Voices (2019), Compassion in Currency Study (2020) by
VICE Media Group; Forbes Business (2021) Gen Z And The Future of Spend.
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BUY SAITAMA INU
AND JOIN OUR
COMMUNITY
SAITAMA INU is currently available on Uniswap and can
be purchased using our contract address:
0x8b3192f5eebd8579568a2ed41e6feb402f93f73f
You can follow the steps below if you are new to
Uniswap or buy directly throuh our website
(www.saitamatoken.com) safely with your ETH wallet.
1. MetaMask
Register an ETH account on MetaMask or Coinbase.
2. Uniswap
Go to to Uniswap and add our token contract address above.
3. Connect a Wallet
Connect your MetaMask or Coinbase ETH wallet to Uniswap.
4. Transfer ETH to your MetaMask
Buy ETH or transfer to your MetaMask or Coinbase Wallet
5. Slippage Tolerance
Make sure you set the Slippage tolerance between 5% and 10%.
6. Swap
Swap your ETH for your new shiny SAITAMA INU, hold it in your
wallet and watch your value increase.

Follow our chart on Dextools and make sure you are
buying the correct SAITAMA INU ($SAITAMA) token.
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INSPIRATION
BEHIND THE
BRAND
Our brand and token name took inspiration from the
legend of a mysterious "ghost dog" that is said to be
roaming the mountains in the region of Saitama in
Japan. Multiple sightings have been documented
through the centuries, and the Mitsumine Shrine in
Chichibu is dedicated to the wolf-like beast, revering
it as a guardian against misfortune.
The SAITAMA INU character is seen wearing the fur
of the animal, making him spiritually connected to the
ghost. A popular anime by Studio Ghibli also took
inspiration from this legend. And just like in the
legend, we want the SAITAMA INU brand to grow
and establish itself as the guardian of good fortune.
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JOIN OUR
COMMUNITY
➡ Telegram Announcement Channel
➡ Telegram Community Chat
➡ Instagram
➡ Twitter
➡ Discord
➡ Facebook
➡ GitHub

THANK YOU!
The SAITAMA INU Team
ありがとうございました
チームサイタマイヌより
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DISCLAIMER
Like any crypto currency, SAITAMA INU is a speculative investment and involves high degrees of
risk. Investors must have the financial ability, experience and willingness to bear the risks of an
investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Past performance is no
guarantee of future returns and there is no guarantee that the market price of coin will fully reflect
their underlying net asset value. There is also no guarantee that SAITAMA INU investment objective
will be achieved. Potential investors are advised to seek expert financial advice before making any
investment decision and should be aware that they may not fully recover the amount invested.
NO ADVICE: this Whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading
advice or recommendation by SAITAMA INU, its aﬃliates, or its respective oﬃcers, directors,
managers, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of purchasing tokens nor should it be relied
upon in connection with any other contract or purchasing decision. Nothing on the platforms of
reddit, discord, telegram, twitter, this white paper or website is, or should be relied on as, a promise
or representation in the future.
SAITAMA INU or any party associates makes no representation regarding the likelihood or
probability that any actual or proposed account allocation will in fact achieve a particular investment
outcome or goal. Please realize that cryptocurrencies have the value that individuals associate with
it. Be wise in investing money into any digital currency. Prices fluctuate and tokens can be lost easily
due to digital mishaps and other technical forms of theft even though security above all else is our
top priority incidents may occur. SAITAMA INU, it’s aﬃliates, or its respective oﬃcers, directors,
managers, agents, advisors and consultants are not liable for any choices users make with
SAITAMA INU is not a company or business. This is an open source community token.
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this Whitepaper or
its advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters
(express or implied) arising out of, contained in, or derived from this whitepaper or any omission from
this document or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to
any interested party or their advisors.

